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TT No.226: Paul Roth - Sat April 2nd 2011; HENGROVE ATHLETIC vs. MERTHYR 

TOWN; Western League Div. 1; Res: 0-3; Att: 135; Entry: £5; Programme: 28 pages, 

£1; Altitude & location: Norton Lane Sports Ground is 109 m (357.611 ft) above sea 

level, at latitude 51 degrees, 23.7 mins north; longitude 2 degrees, 33.4 mins west 

(position derived from centre circle). Club shop: No; Weather: Mild and sunny; 

Local MP: Dawn Primarolo (Lab). 

"Camel semen might be efficacious".  

Accelerating away from The Smoke, I casually mentioned to Geoff  - resplendently 

attired for our westward sojourn today in a predominantly lapis lazuli ensemble, 

sparkling and bejewelled, I-pod at hand, and only the second human being I've 

encountered wearing a pair of pince-nez - what a spiffing expressway the M25 will 

be once the current tranche of lane-widening schemes have finally been 

completed. Astutely, he pointed out to me that in 50 years' time the process will 

have to be undertaken all over again, as the volume of traffic by that time will 

have increased exponentially. My riposte to my learned friend's wholly logical 

reasoning was that surely by 2061 most of the world's fossil fuel reserves will have 

been exhausted, and if mankind wishes to still pursue his undying love affair with 

the automobile, then he'll have had to have come up with a sustainable and cost-

effective alternative.  

His immortal words, and solution to this veritable 'Gordian Knot' are annotated in 

the first line of this missive. It's not a throw-away line I'm ever liable to forget in a 

hurry, either. On reflection, how exactly would you go about harvesting said 

resource!......One hump or two. Isn't it amazing what you end up chatting about on 

long car journeys!  

Hengrove Athletic's Western League Division 1 fixture versus the reformed Merthyr 

Town, at the former's Norton Lane home, is where we were headed. Nearing our 

Bristol destination, and gagging for a bacchanal, the day's expectant western 

promise suffered an unfortunate hiccup. Neither of us had spotted that the GBG-

listed Cross House pub, in Doynton, doesn't raise its portcullis until 6pm on a 

Saturday. We quickly re-routed elsewhere; however, my already-blue compadre, 

was incandescent with rage. 'Elsewhere' was attained a la Pronto, and with it, 

anxiety and blood-pressure levels were returned to an acceptable equilibrium. The 

glorious sunshine had brought the world and his wife out, which meant a painfully 

slow trek around the Bristol ring road, before our goal was reached.  

A Bounty Bar wrapper and a doubloon gleaned our respective entries and colourful 

28-page programme. Located next door to the Whitchurch Garden Centre, 

Hengrove's home is best described as a typical Western League Division 1 set-up. A 

large, rather gloomy-looking clubhouse (they do sell Butcombe Bitter inside on 

handpump it should be said) with adjoining changing rooms is located behind the 

furthest goal, two new-looking grandstands - one filled with a smattering of 



Hezbollah-Green coloured flip-up seats; the other for standees only - are set on 

the Norton Lane boundary.  

The playing area has metal railings bounding it on two sides, with a whitewashed 

brick wall fronting the two spectator structures; the garden centre-end is 

protected by varied, prickly and dense foliage. Drinks and foodstuffs are dispensed 

from an in-situ cricket scoreboard. Green and white netting adorns the goal 

frames, with the all-round feeling being one of neatness. But ultimately rather 

unspectacular. That is, until you walk up the grassy incline away from the main 

pitch, an area utilised as an impromptu car park on matchdays. From this vantage 

point the backdrop of the city-scape is breath-taking enough, but is enhanced still 

further by the transfixing vista of Isambard Kingdom Brunel's Clifton Suspension 

Bridge. To add to this glory, the spring-like weather brought with it the sweet 

scent of mahonia blossom, that wafted across the encampment throughout. Utterly 

enchanting.  

The result of the game itself was as predictable as that of a slow dance with 

Typhoid Mary. The outcome was never in doubt! The runaway league leaders took 

the lead on fifteen minutes by virtue of a near-post header, following a whipped-in 

corner, and dominated from there onwards. Why it took another 65 minutes for 

the Welshmen to double their advantage was a mystery; a third, a penalty-kick, 

quickly followed, that enabled the lanky No. 10, Ryan Prosser, to complete his hat-

trick. This historic victory - results in other places went their way - secured the 

league title for Town, and more importantly that initial promotion, as they 

endeavour the long climb back up the football pyramid.   

Retracing our steps back towards Motorway 4, and after having absorbed James 

Alexander Gordon's all-important messages, our conversation turned to that 

perplexing question "Why has white dog shit all but disappeared?" In fact, this 

conundrum is one of my cohort's favourite subjects. Crank him up, set him off, and 

it's nigh on impossible to stop Geoffers rabbiting on about it. His theory is that the 

substance has all but gone from our public spaces due entirely to the 

improvements in canine foodstuffs. Fascinating!  

Yes, "It's good to talk". Not necessarily about animals' bodily functions though! But 

it does beggar the question...  

"What do you chat about on days out at the football?"  

FGIF Star Rating: 5*. 
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